MassCEC Investments is Massachusetts’ climatetech investor.

We strategically invest in early-stage companies with a significant presence in MA, targeting teams and technologies with an outsized potential to mitigate climate change.

In addition to direct venture capital, we can provide operational funding to diverse first-time fund management teams.
Maintaining MA's global leadership in climatetech innovation means helping entrepreneurs build their companies and deploy/develop their solutions here.

Through the 2030 Fund, MassCEC Investments strategically backs startups needed for MA’s climate goals and provides funding for startups solving critical problems.
Through our 2030 Fund, MassCEC invests at the earliest stages of company development across the climatetech landscape. With a focus on tough technologies and underserved sectors, MassCEC investments, through the 2030 Fund, aims to advance clean technology, fill funding gaps, create green jobs, and leverage private capital throughout the Commonwealth.
Investing across the tough tech climate landscape

Net Zero Grid
Investing across the tough tech climate landscape

High Performance Buildings

- AeroShield
- ALKEMY ENVIRONMENTAL
- ALLIUM ENGINEERING
- transaera
- adept MATERIALS
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Clean Transportation

- Electra
- IDLE
- Ascend Elements
- Blackburn Energy
- Boston Materials
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Offshore Wind

Triton Anchor
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We provide comprehensive, unique support

MassCEC Offers

- Grant funding at very early stages and for pilots
- Workforce development/internship grant program
- Extensive investor network
- Deep industry and commercialization expertise
- Patient capital, not focused on returns or lower-risk technologies
- Extensive corporate network
- Strong ties to government partners and policymakers allowing for info exchange and market development for startups
- Later stage & demo funding programs
- Emergency funding/BRIDGES Loan Program
- Strategic advice
2030 Funding Team
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A strong track record of commitment

“From our earliest years, MassCEC was an active, engaged investor and board member for EnergySage, which was instrumental in our growth and success. Their ongoing support and strong relationship with Massachusetts' cleantech ecosystem helped us to accelerate our mission of making renewable energy more accessible, affordable, and transparent in the Commonwealth and across the country.”
– Vikram Aggarwal, CEO & founder of EnergySage

“MassCEC stepped up to ensure our success in 2020 when the rest of the market had pulled back. They recognized the importance of our model before most others did, and their well-timed support was crucial to getting us where we are today.”
– Mike O’Kronley, CEO of Ascend Elements (Formerly Battery Resourcers)

“MassCEC excels at investing impactfully and can invest countercyclically in climate technology – their investment is a signal to the ecosystem. MassCEC is at the forefront of emerging technology, I pay attention to where they are investing.”
– Daniel Hullah, Owner of Longnook Capital, previously with Buoyant Ventures, GE Ventures, Rockport Capital

“MassCEC has a stellar track record of identifying promising climate tech companies. Clean Energy Venture Group and Clean Energy Ventures have joined with MassCEC in co-investing and supporting Massachusetts start-ups, catalyzing economic development and climate impact, and we look forward to continuing this collaboration in the future.”
– John Harper, Executive Managing Director of Clean Energy Venture Group and Dan Goldman, Co-founder and Managing Partner of Clean Energy Ventures
Accelerating clean energy in Massachusetts.

Dedicated to innovation, investment, workforce development, and net zero goals.

Interested? | Pitch Us